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El Coca- Napo Wildlife Center:  Departure from Quito to Coca into a 30 minute 
flight. After landing, you will embark onto a motor boat and start a ride along 
the Napo River for about 4 hours, where a box lunch will be provided to eat. 
Along the way you will see various species of endemic fauna such as toucans, 
parrots or even macaws. Late afternoon arrival at the lodge

Parrot clay licks and Añangu Kichwa Community: Early in the morning , you 
begin with the visit of the parrot clay licks, where you will see thousands of 
parrots such as Amazon – Mealy, blue headed, orange cheek, among others,, 
landing on the earth to eat the clay. Later you will make a short hike to the 
cobalt winged parakeet clay lick. Lunch in the early afternoon. Later in the 
afternoon visit the Kichwa Community of Añangu. Return to the lodge and 
dinner.

Napo Wildlife Center: After an early buffet breakfast, visit the 36 meter 
canopy tower, located deep within the forest, where you will see various 
species of birds such as tanagers, macaws, toucans, flycatchers and even 
spider or howler monkeys in the nearby trees. Return to the lodge for a 
typical Ecuadorian lunch. Free afternoon. During the late afternoon hike 
through a marvelous terra – firme forest to discover the tropical rain forest 
ecosystem. After the hike, explore the surrounding creeks. Dinner and rest
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Guangana Trail: After breakfast, head to a high difficulty trek called Guangana 
trail, where you will see ecosystems such as fry forest, swap and biodiversity of 
plant species, and also a unique species of peccaries called “guanganas”. In the 
afternoon, after lunch, you will navigate the Añangucocha lagoon where you will 
have the opportunity to see the flora that surrounds this path, and also, spider 
monkeys, giant others and other species.
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Tiputini river and Waorani Community: Start the day with a walk through 
Tiputini path inside the rain forest, searching for golden mantled tamarins, 
capuchin and squirrel monkeys and other mammals (it lasts 7 hours). The second 
option is to navigate through Napo River until Pompeya town, and after a car 
drive you will get to Tiputini river, where you will take a motor canoe ride 
heading to Añangu Territory. In the afternoon visit Waorani community 
“Guiyero” in order to experience a cultural approach. In the late afternoon, 
navigate the Tiputini ruver in search of gray dolphins and caimans. At the end of 
the day, return to the camp for dinner.
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Inclusions & Exclusions

Inclusions:

Accomodations based on twin / double share 

River transportation to/from lodge

All meals and drinking water

Activities listed in the itinerary

Native guide + bilingual naturalist guide Use of rain poncho/boots/umbrella

Yasuni Park entry fee

Use of rain poncho / boots / umbrella.

Exclusions:

Airfare Quito / Coca / Quito (approximate price $256 – subject to change). 

Single supplement (50%).

Drinks from the bar.

Tips and other personal expenses.

Day Activities Meals
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El Coca: Early departure from the lodge through the Tiputini River, then 
heading to Pompeya town, to head up to El Coca City


